
ROYUELA DOSSIER EXPANDING COMPLAINT.
BRIBES FOR DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN

We continue to denounce Spain for having a corrupt rule of law and for violation of the
right to denounce corruption, adding the violation of the right to information.

We denounce the creation of a disinformation campaign against the Royuela Dossier,
originating in the institutions and supported by the mainstream media. The institutions
have  created  false  documents  and  prevaricated  judicially,  in  addition  to  having
provided these documents to the media. For his part, José María Mena Álvarez (Chief
Prosecutor of the High Court of Justice of Catalonia, 1996-2006) has paid 70 million
euros to 47 media executives and journalists to cover up his crimes, as he did when he
was Chief Prosecutor. The judiciary has allowed and encouraged media publications
with false contents, both in civil and criminal jurisdiction.

File 1067 of the Royuela Dossier contains the bribes, made through transfers on March
4, 2021, from Mena to 47 leaders and journalists of various media, specifically:

Newspaper El País (Grupo Prisa):

1. Juan Luis Cebrián Echarri. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 629739572 from the
aforementioned account of the company RESITE INC. to Cebrián's bank account
*****32816.  This  bank  account  of  Cebrian,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 3,836,415USD on 03.06.2022.

2. Manuel Polanco Moreno. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 629739573 from the
aforementioned account of the company RESITE INC. to Polanco's bank account
*****40914.  This  bank  account  of  Polanco,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 4,288,321USD on 03.06.2022.

3. José Luis Sainz Díaz. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 629739574 from the above
mentioned  account  of  the  company  RESITE  INC.  to  Sainz's  bank  account
*****90216. This bank account of Sainz, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,373,188USD on 03.06.2022.

4. Carlos  Nuñez Murias.  2,000,000USD in  transaction No.  629739575 from the
above  mentioned  RESITE  INC.  company  account  to  Nuñez's  bank  account
*****28403. This bank account of Nuñez, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 3,639,982USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Ernesto Zedillo Ponce de Leon. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 629739576 from
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the  aforementioned  account  of  the  company  RESITE  INC.  to  Zedillo's  bank
account *****00216. This Zedillo's bank account, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 4,117,384USD on 03.06.2022.

6. Claudio Boada Palleres. 2,000,000USD in transaction No. 629739577 from the
above  mentioned  RESITE  INC.  company  account  to  Boada's  bank  account
*****33185. This bank account of Boada, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,255,017USD on 03.06.2022.

7. Manuel Mirat Santiago. 1,000,000USD in transaction No. 629739578 from the
above  mentioned  RESITE  INC.  company  account  to  Mirat's  bank  account
*****22736. This bank account of Mirat, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 3,184,274USD on 03.06.2022.

8. Roberto Alcantara Rojas. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 629739579 from the
aforementioned  account  of  the  company  RESITE  INC.  to  Alcantara's  bank
account *****77217. This  Alcantara's  bank account,  opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 2,428,047USD on 03.06.2022.

9. Gregorio Marañón B. de Lis. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 629739580 from
the aforementioned account of the company RESITE INC. to Marañón's bank
account *****62833. This bank account of Marañon, opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 5,227,924USD on 03.06.2022.

Telecinco Television:

1. Massimo  Musolino.  3,500,000USD  in  transaction  no.  200847266  from  the
above mentioned PALASHA INC. company account to Musolino's bank account
*****61830.  This  bank account  of  Musolino,  opened in  March 2021,  had a
balance of 4,825,258USD on 03.06.2022.

2. Francisco Javier  Diez de Polanco. 1,500,000USD in operation No. 200847267
from the above mentioned account of the company PALASHA INC. to the bank
account *****17275 of Díez. This bank account of Diez, opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 2,944,032USD on 03.06.2022.

3. Consuelo Crespo Bofill.  1,000,000USD in  operation No.  200847268 from the
above  mentioned  account  of  the  company  PALASHA  INC.  to  Crespo's  bank
account *****30761. This bank account of Crespo, opened in March 2021, had
a balance of 1,190,745USD on 03.06.2022.

4. Mario Rodriguez Valderas. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 200847270 from the
above mentioned account of the company PALASHA INC. to Rodriguez's bank
account *****06624. This bank account of Rodriguez, opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 2,389,021USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Borja  Prado  Eulate.  1,000,000USD  in  operation  No.  200847271  from  the
aforementioned account of PALASHA INC. to Prado's bank account *****28507.
This  bank  account  of  Prado,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a  balance  of
3,682,190USD on 03.06.2022.

6. Manuel Villanueva de Castro. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 200847272 from
the  above  mentioned  account  of  PALASHA  INC.  to  Crespo's  bank  account
*****70382.  This  bank  account  of  Crespo,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
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balance of 1,090,326USD on 03.06.2022.
7. Cristina Garmendia Mendizábal (Minister of Science and Innovation 2008.2011),

. 1,000,000USD in operation nº 200847269 from the above mentioned account
of the company PALASHA INC. to Garmendia's bank account *****30761. This
bank  account  of  Garmendía,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a  balance  of
1,505,817USD on 03.06.2022.

ABC Newspaper:

1. Enrique  Ybarra  Aznar.  2,250,000USD  in  operation  No.  106439752  from  the
above  mentioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Ybarra's  bank  account
*****45720. This bank account of Juan, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 6,284,262USD on 03.06.2022.

2. Ignacio  Ybarra  Aznar.  2,250,000USD  in  operation  No.  106439753  from  the
above  mentioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Ybarra's  bank  account
*****21836. This bank account of Juan, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 5,693,028USD on 03.06.2022.

3. Álvaro  Ybarra  Zubiría.  1,500,000USD  in  operation  No.  106439754  from  the
aforementioned account  of  the company PT RT  SONS INC.  to Ybarra's  bank
account *****40082. This bank account of Juan, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 2,844,225USD on 03.06.2022.

4. Carlos Delclaux Zulueta. 1,500,000USD in operation No. 106439752 from the
above  mentioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Delclaux's  bank  account
*****61741.  This  bank  account  of  Delclaux,  opened in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 2,641,963USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Soledad Luca de Tena García-Conde. 1,500,000USD in operation No. 106439756
from the above mentioned account of the company PT RT SONS INC. to Luca de
Tena's bank account *****27635. This bank account of Luca de Tena, opened in
March 2021, had a balance of 3,114,428USD on 03.06.2022.

6. Luis Enriquez Nistal. 1,500,000USD in operation No. 106439757 from the above
mentioned account of PT RT SONS INC. to Enriquez's bank account *****81993.
This  bank  account  of  Enriquez,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a  balance  of
3,364,819USD on 03.06.2022.

7. Jaime Castellanos Borrego. 1,250,000USD in transaction No. 106439758 from
the aforementioned account of PT RT SONS INC. to Castellanos' bank account
*****36405. This bank account of Castellanos, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 1,832,562USD on 03.06.2022.

8. Beatriz Reyero del Río. 1,250,000USD in transaction No. 106439759 from the
aforementioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Reyero's  bank  account
*****52493.  This  bank  account  of  Reyero,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 2,284,158USD on 03.06.2022.

9. Enrique Blanco Gomez. 1,000,000USD in transaction No. 106439760 from the
aforementioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Blanco's  bank  account
*****10767.  This  bank  account  of  Blanco,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 1,644,081USD on 03.06.2022.
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10. Íñigo  Argaya  Amigo.  1,000,000USD  in  transaction  No.  106439761  from  the
above  mentioned  account  of  PT  RT  SONS  INC.  to  Argaya's  bank  account
*****18048.  This  bank  account  of  Argaya,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a
balance of 1,471,933USD on 03.06.2022.

La Razón newspaper:

1. José Crehueras Margenat. 2,500,000USD in operation No. 480528593 from the
aforementioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Crehueras' bank
account *****29711. This bank account of Crehueras, opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 3,442,853USD on 03.06.2022.

2. Silvio González Moreno. 1,500,000USD in operation No. 480528594 from the
above mentioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Gonzalez's bank
account *****36692. This bank account of Gonzalez, opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 2,518,447USD on 03.06.2022.

3. Patricia  Estany  Puig.  1,000,000USD  in  transaction  No.  480528595  from  the
aforementioned account  of  the company MAMBLOISE INC.  to Estany's  bank
account *****48109. This bank account of Estany, opened in March 2021, had
a balance of 1,627,188USD on 03.06.2022.

4. Javier Bardaji Hernando. 1,000,000USD in transaction no. 480528596 from the
above mentioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Bardaji's bank
account *****10703. This bank account of Bardaji, opened in March 2021, had
a balance of 1,725,071USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Mauricio Casals Aldama. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 480528597 from the
above mentioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Casals'  bank
account *****00825. This bank account of Casals, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 2,771,538USD on 03.06.2022.

6. Carlos  Fernandez Sanchiz.  1,000,000USD in transaction No.  480528598 from
the aforementioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Fernandez's
bank account *****71912. This bank account of Fernandez, opened in March
2021, had a balance of 2,118,430USD on 03.06.2022.

7. Rosa Maria Lleal  Tost. 1,000,000USD in transaction No. 480528599 from the
aforementioned  account  of  the  company  MAMBLOISE  INC.  to  Lleal's  bank
account *****04801. This bank account of Lleal, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 1,266,604USD on 03.06.2022.

8. Monica Ribe Salat. 1,000,000USD in transaction No. 480528600 from the above
mentioned account of the company MAMBLOISE INC. to Ribe's bank account
*****33676. This bank account of Ribe, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 1,620,215USD on 03.06.2022.

La Vanguardia newspaper:

1. José María Caminal Badía. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 283698277 from the
aforementioned  account  of  the  company  ASESTEL  INC.  to  Caminal's  bank
account *****19473. This bank account of Caminal,  opened in March 2021,
had a balance of 3,662,740USD on 03.06.2022.
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2. Jorge Juan Raja. 1,000,000USD in transaction No. 283698278 from the above
mentioned  account  of  the  company  ASESTEL  INC.  to  Juan's  bank  account
*****62840. This bank account of Juan, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,007,294USD on 03.06.2022.

3. Javier Godó Muntañola. 3,000,000USD in the operation nº 283698279 from the
mentioned  account  of  the  company  ASESTEL  INC.  to  the  bank  account
*****49384 of Godó. This bank account of Godó, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 7,226,253USD on 03.06.2022.

4. Ana María  Godó Valls.  3,000,000USD in  operation  No.  283698280 from the
aforementioned account of the company ASESTEL INC. to Godó's bank account
*****62840. This bank account of Godó, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 5,210,467USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Juan Pablo Tornos Mas. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 283698281 from the
above mentioned account of the company ASESTEL INC. to the bank account
*****37706 of Tornos. This Tornos bank account, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 2,541,179USD on 03.06.2022.

El Periódico newspaper:

1. Alberto  Saez  Casas.  1,000,000USD  in  transaction  No.  639018462  from  the
aforementioned account of SETGORE INC. to Saez's bank account *****51827.
This  bank  account  of  Saez,  opened  in  March  2021,  had  a  balance  of
2,337,149USD on 03.06.2022.

2. Francisco Javier Moll de Miguel. 2,000,000USD in transaction No. 639018455
from the  aforementioned  account  of  SETGORE  INC.  to  Moll's  bank  account
*****39116. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 3,274,832USD on 03.06.2022.

3. M. Idoia Moll Sarasola. 1,000,000USD in transaction no. 639018457 from the
aforementioned account of the company SETGORE INC. to Moll's bank account
*****64482. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,137,290USD on 03.06.2022.

4. M. Arantzazu Moll Sarasola. 1,000,000USD in transaction no. 639018459 from
the above mentioned account of the company SETGORE INC. to Moll's bank
account *****26714. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a
balance of 1,942,553USD on 03.06.2022.

5. Javier Moll Sarasola. 1,000,000USD in operation No. 639018458 from the above
mentioned  account  of  the  company  SETGORE  INC.  to  Moll's  bank  account
*****28341. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,169,002USD on 03.06.2022.

6. Ainhoa Moll  Sarasola.  1,000,000USD in transaction no.  639018460 from the
aforementioned account of the company SETGORE INC. to Moll's bank account
*****80040. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,056,821USD on 03.06.2022.

7. Susana Moll  Sarasola.  1,000,000USD in  transaction no.  639018461 from the
aforementioned account of the company SETGORE INC. to Moll's bank account
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*****37612. This bank account of Moll, opened in March 2021, had a balance
of 2,337,149USD on 03.06.2022.

8. M. Arantzazu Sarasola Ormazabal. 2,000,000USD in operation No. 639018456
from the above mentioned account of the company SETGORE INC. to Sarasola's
bank account  *****74002.  This  bank account  of  Sarasola,  opened in  March
2021, had a balance of 2,663,047USD on 03.06.2022.

The  transfers  to  journalists  and  media  leaders  were  made  from  bank  accounts  of
Mena's companies, opened in 2013. For this purpose, on 02.03.3031 Mena made six
bank transfers totaling USD 70 million from bank accounts of some of his companies,
opened in February 2013, to others of his own, all  at the main office in Monterrey
(Mexico), specifically:

 Transferred 15,000,000USD with operation number 872708981, from account
number  *****46108  of  the  company  FLOPPER-4  to  account  number
*****41086 of the company Resite INC.

 Transferred 10,000,000USD with operation number 872708982, from account
number  *****46108  of  the  company  FLOPPER-4  to  account  number
*****32195 of the company ASESTEL INC.

 Transferred 15,000,000USD with operation number 382930176, from account
number  *****28557  of  the  company  FLOPPER-3  to  account  number
*****01428 of the company PT RT SONS INC.

 Transferred  10,000,000USD  with  operation  number  382930177,  from  the
account  nº  *****28557  of  the  company  FLOPPER-3  to  the  account  nº
*****55260 of the company SETGORE INC..

 Transferred  10,000,000USD  with  operation  number  661008372,  from  the
account  nº  *****71449  of  the  company  FLOPPER-2  to  the  account  nº
*****52816 of the company MAMBLOISE INC..

 Transferred 10,000,000USD with transaction number 661008373, from account
number  *****71449  of  the  company  FLOPPER-2  to  account  number
*****44858 of the company PALASHA INC.

Given the influence of the bribed executives and journalists, Mena has prevented other
media from investigating or supporting the Royuela Dossier. He has also managed to
get  other  media  to  support  the  smear  campaigns  against  the  Royuela  Dossier
whistleblowers.

It  should be added that Mena's wife MARIA JULIA MAIQUEZ AZCÁRRAGA has been
denounced (File 861), for hiding a fortune under the following false identities: Isabel
del Río Torres, Victoria Martínez Espinosa and Francisca Lafuente Martínez. Mena is the
second  richest  person  in  Spain  and  has  never  fiscally  declared  the  benefits  of  his
metamafia, being covered up by the Spanish institutions since he was denounced for
tax and criminal charges in 2001, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2020, 2021 and 2022. Like
his wife, Mena operates under false names that we do not know and has always used
front men, but it is easy to investigate the companies referred to.
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Other journalists with foreign bank accounts not declared to the Tax Agency are:

1. Ana Pastor García. 1.000.000 in 10 Deposits of 100.000 Euros for a term of 12
months with automatic renewal, with identifiers nº 30210 to 30219, opened in
April  2020 in the main office in Jersey (United States) of the bank NATWEST
INTERNATIONAL. Ana Pastor is an influential presenter with her programs on La
Sexta television and is the owner of Newtral, which is dedicated to telling what
are media hoaxes.

2. Antonio García Ferreras (Ana Pastor's  husband).  1,000,000 in 10 Deposits  of
100,000 Euros for a term of 12 months with automatic renewal, with identifiers
nº 30220 to 30229, opened in April 2020 in the main office in Jersey (United
States) of the bank NATWEST INTERNATIONAL. García Ferreras is the presenter
of the television program Al rojo vivo on La Sexta, which is the most influential
program broadcast in the mornings.

Mena's metamafia has been denounced for committing more than 2,200 murders in
several  American  countries,  in  Spain,  Denmark,  France  and  Italy;  drug  trafficking
supplying the German mafia, the Marseillaise mafia (France) and the Calabrian mafia
(Italy), the Netherlands and Ireland; bribery of European and Spanish officials; forgery
of tens of millions of Euros; money laundering of billions of Euros, etc.

The  Spanish  Delegation  of  the  European  Public  Prosecutor's  Office  has  been
denounced to the European Commission for covering up the recent crimes of Mena,
his metamafia and his criminal group (ministers, prosecutors and judges).

Following our complaints in December 2021 and January 2022, the Spanish and French
police, as well  as the Spanish Attorney General's Office have covered up several  of
these murders and allowed them to continue. Spain is the only country where France
has a police office.

“The European Commission has decided to refer Czechia, Ireland, Romania, Slovakia
and Spain , to the Court of Justice of the European Union over the failure to transpose
the revised Audiovisual Media Services Directive (“AVMSD”, Directive (EU) 2018/1808),
with a request to impose financial sanctions in accordance with Article 260(3) TFEU”
(EU 19.05.2022).

A  former  Director  of  the  newspaper  El  Mundo,  in  his  book  "El  director"  (2019),
describes State terrorism and totalitarianism as follows: "Power had ceased to fear the
press  and now it  was the press that  feared power".  In  this  book,  the extortion of
journalists from companies is described as follows: "Everyone pays [...] He thinks that
for a big company it is not money, a few thousand euros. But the consequences of not
doing so can be serious if they spread a rumor that damages the image of the company
or  its  president."  This  book  describes  the  corruption  of  all  types  of  journalism  as
follows:  "Envelopes  for  reporters  were  now  the  order  of  the  day,  paid  by
communication agencies, soccer clubs, political parties and large companies such as
Telefónica,  which  during  the  presidency  of  César  Alierta  came  to  have  80  of  the
country's best-known reporters subsidized [...] Free meals in the best restaurants, cars
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borrowed indefinitely and credits at interest rates unimaginable to the rest of mortals
were the order of the day."

In 2021, the Royuelas received a proposal  to publish the Royuela Dossier in a very
influential media outlet in exchange for a monthly fee.

Freedom and pluralism of  the media are enshrined in Article  11 of  the Charter  of
Fundamental Rights (TEU 6).

The European Union and the United Nations state that "press freedom is under threat
in the EU and worldwide".

“European  Parliament  resolution  of  25  November  2020  on  strenghening  media
freedom: the protection of journalists in Europe, hate speech, disinformation and the
role of platforms” (2020/2009/INI).

Article  11  of  the  Charter  establishes  the  right  to  receive  information  without
interference  from  public  authorities.  In  the  case  of  the  Royuela  Dossier,  a  smear
campaign has been orchestrated by the institutions, also financed with bribes to media
executives  and  journalists.  The  campaign  was  initiated  by  El  País  and  the  judges
dismissed  the  lawsuit  against  this  disinformation  campaign,  whose  article  was
subsequently quoted by numerous media.  The lawsuit  was processed in the Verbal
Trial (Right of rectification - 250.1.9) 69/2021-P of the Court of First Instance No. 48 of
Madrid.

The prosecutors and judges who have been involved in the Royuela case since 1992
have been denounced for not declaring their fortunes abroad.

In  2022,  the Spanish institutions have launched a media campaign to discredit  the
Royuela Dossier and against  the most mediatic  denouncers of the Royuela Dossier:
Judge Fernando Presencia,  the ACODAP association presided by this  judge,  Alberto
Royuela Fernández (creator of the Royuela Dossier) and his main disseminator Santiago
Royuela Samit, who has become the public denouncer of the greatest crimes of this
century.

Since  August  2019,  Santiago  Royuela  has  been  denouncing  on  YouTube  a  Spanish
institutional  metamafia  with  actions  that  affect  several  countries  throughout  the
American continent, several European countries and the European Commission itself.
Assassinations, drug trafficking, politicians (including José Borrel, Vice President of the
European Commission) and judges on the payroll, alteration of international relations,
etc. Since 2015, this Spanish metamaffia has been integrating into a US group with
global reach.

The European Commission makes a mockery of the European Union and the Spanish
people,  when  it  claims  that  Spain  has  a  Rule  of  Law,  contradicting  the  European
Statistical  Office (Eurostat) which in 2018 published that in Spain corruption almost
reaches 8% of GDP. This level of corruption is incompatible with the existence of a Rule
of Law.
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Denouncing Judicial Authoritarianism

www.contraautoritarismojudicial.org
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